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Watches & Jewellery | Fabulous Favourites

How deep is your
horological pocket?

BEST DEALS
1 Swatch you.automatic
Swatch has put the
cat among the
pigeons with this
new range of
inexpensive
chronographs that
are powered by
high-quality,
self-winding ETA
movements similar
to those found in
other mechanical watches costing 10
times the price – and frequently
more. There are five models in the
line-up – Right Track, Simply Pure
and Sign in the Sky – at £238 and
Silver Class and Blunge at £248.
www.swatch.co.uk SdB

2 Victorinox Dive Master 500
Mecha
Victorinox might be
best known for its
Swiss Army knives,
but the company
has also been doing
a nice line in
superb value
wristwatches since
1989. This dive
watch offers 500
metres water
resistance, a large luminous dial and
a uni-directional bezel. £835 SdB

3 Longines WWW
Longines is one of
the most respected
watch makers in
the world with a
heritage that dates
back 175 years. In
1945, it supplied
timepieces to the

British Army that were officially
described as “Wrist Watch
Waterproof” and now the model has
been reincarnated and enlarged for
the 21st century in the form of the
“WWW”. £960 SdB

4 Hamilton Khaki Conservation
Nothing in the
Hamilton range
costs more than
£1,500, and this
rugged, two
time-zone sports
watch retails at less
than half that.
Designed with the
help of celebrity
environmental
campaigner Harrison Ford, it has a
42mm case, 200 metre water
resistance and a dual time zone
function. £720. SdB

5 Skagen Stainless Steel
Goldplated Dial
Skagen’s
Danish-designed
wristwatches have
few rivals for
simple, classic
elegance.
Family-owned
Skagen is fast
increasing sales of
its quartz
timepieces,
mounted on striped mesh bands in
silver or gold. Prices range between
£95 and £130. MB

6 Locman Tuttotondo
Locman’s round
and colourful
Tuttotondo range
reflects their Italian
origin.
Mother-of-pearl or
enamel dials carry
Arabic numerals in
a swirl within
water-resistant,
stainless steel cases
and brushed steel bezels, all mounted
on coloured straps. Small sizes are
£300; the large are £330, from a fresh
arrival in the UK. MB

7 Rotary Aquaspeed
Rotary has been an important
performer at the
really-good-value-for-money end of

the watch market
since 1926. From a
Swiss maker
founded in 1898,
Rotary’s plain and
simple round,
white-dialled quartz
pieces start at just
£75. The sporty
Aquaspeed range
sells for between
£95 and £199, and even incorporates
a chronograph function. MB

8 Oris Swiss Hunter Team
Limited Edition
Commemorating
the Hawker Hunter
jet, this sturdy
timepiece, fitted
with an automatic
movement, not only
looks like it should
be worn in the
cockpit but is built
to endure a tough
ride. As a limited
edition of just 1,958 pieces, it is rare
to find exclusivity and collectability
at this price. £1,150 MD

9 Hamilton Khaki Field Auto
This Swiss brand
with American
heritage has been
surprising with its
bold designs, solid
engineering and
fair prices. The
Khaki Field Auto,
with classic styling
jazzed up with a
shot of orange on
the dial – is driven by a dependable
automatic movement from sister
company ETA. £480 MD

10 Tissot Couturier Automatic
Chronograph
Another Swatch
Group company is
producing attractive
watches at prices to
make you wonder
why you would
ever buy a quartz
watch again. This
classic chronograph,
which would look
good with a suit, has an uncluttered
dial with good legibility – a real plus
in my books. From £475 MD

WHAT TO BUY FOR THE HOLIDAYS

Watchcollecting
specialists, Simon de
Burton, Michael Balfour
and Maria Doulton
offer their 10 top tips
in three categories:
bargains, highend
and jewellery

Contact numbers
Swatch Lisa Shetabi 020

7792 7470 Victorinox Kate

Harris 020 7632 2424

Mondaine Emma Faust 0845
299 0200
Longines Lucy Barrett 020
7053 2470
Hamilton Aileen Everingham
020 7053 2464
Christophe Claret xxxx
Concorde Shahrzad Moaven
020 8614 7512
Harry Winston  Cara
Hauptman 020 7907 8849
Panerai  Martha Williamson
020 7491 9903
Chopard  Gaelle Moatty 020
7409 1250
Bell and Ross  Karmen
Wijnberg 020 7331 1436
Backes and Strauss 
Rebecca Reid 020 7349 8703
Corum  Rosie McGhee 020
7845 6642

BEST HIGHEND
1 Christophe Claret Dual Tow
Independent high-end watch inventor
Christophe Claret’s new timepiece
uses a “track” system instead of
conventional hands. Made in a series
of 68 pieces, each will be different
from the next in several respects –
other than the price tag, which
remains extremely large.
Approximately £316,000. SdB

2 Concord Tourbillon Gravity
Concord’s Tourbillon Gravity is one
of the most radical watches to hit
the market for years. It features a
tourbillon mechanism that is
mounted outside of the main
movement and encircled by a small
seconds indicator in the form of a
revolving barrel. Just 25 will be
made. £195,000 SdB

3 Harry Winston Ocean GMT
Traveller
This automatic tourbillon has a large
and small dial for home and local
time respectively and a jumping city
display. Just 80 of each will be made
in rose and white gold with another
45 set with diamonds. £112,500
(standard version) SdB

4 Officine Panerai Radiomir
Tourbillon GMT
This delectable watch looks
relatively plain from the front, but a
sapphire crystal case back reveals
the in-house manufactured tourbillon
movement and a six-day power
reserve indicator. The
chocolate-coloured dial offers a
second time zone indication and is

complemented by a case in 18 carat
rose gold. £77,000 SdB

5 Parmigiani Toric Chronograph
Tourbillon
The hugely desirable watch has just
been launched by Parmigiani with a
price tag of £253,000.

This brings a very beautiful
platinum-cased openworked model
featuring hours, minutes, small
seconds, a minute repeater
mechanism for hours, quarter hours
and minutes with two different
chime settings, and a diamond-set
bezel. MB

6 Rolex Oyster Perpetual
DayDate 11
This timepiece arrives 50 years after
the original ground breaking
Day-Date. Its redesign features
attractive blued Roman hours and
hands, and a re-shaped large date
window at 3 o’clock.
The new, larger 41mm cases are in

a choice of four metals: platinum
(£31,8000), white gold (£18,000),
Everose gold (£18,800), and yellow
gold (£17,200). MB

7 Van Cleef & Arpels
Hummingbirds
Van Cleef & Arpels is producing only
eight pieces each of five related Lady
Arpels Extraordinary Hummingbirds
models.
Called Berylline, Ruby-Throated,
Violet-Crowned, Blue-Throated, and
Calliope, the round, white gold cases
combine precious stones, cloisonné
enamelling, and three dimensional
enamelling. Fabulous with prices to
match: €55,000 apiece. MB

8 TAG Heuer Monaco V4
First presented at BaselWorld in 2004
as a concept watch, the fully
working V4 is finally here. It has
been worth the wait as this is no
ordinary watch. Look through the
dial at the exposed mechanism and
the four spring barrels are mounted
on a V-shaped plate like the
cylinders of a racing engine. Wheels
are replaced by a transmission
system of tiny belts no thicker than
a human hair. Limited edition of 150
pieces in platinum: £65,000. MD

9 IWC Da Vinci Perpetual
Calendar Kurt Klaus edition
Named after the engineer who
developed the perpetual calendar
movement at IWC and housed in the
imposing Da Vinci case, this is a
Titan of a watch. Capable of
displaying the date, day, month and
year as well as moon phases, it also
features a chronograph function –
and all engineered for ease of
operation with no adjustments
needed to the calendar functions
until 2100, when the century slide
must be activated. £22,500 MD

10 Urwerk URCC1
Exploring new ways of displaying
time is an area in which Urwerk
excels – previous models told time by
rotating cups or micro-robotic
contracting arms.
This niche brand combines
sophisticated horology with
retro-futuristic design and on the
CC1, time is read from two
horizontal indicators which meant
re-inventing the traditional round
watch movement. $282,000 MD

BEST
JEWELLERY
1 Chopard Happy Sport
Mini Square
Chopard’s
Happy Sport
watches
have been
around for
more than
25 years and
are instantly
recognisable
by the diamonds that skid
across the dial like tiny,
gleaming ice hockey pucks.

Numerous Happy Sport
designs have been created
over the years, with
one of the latest being
the small and discreet
Mini Square that is
available in both steel
and rose gold.
£2,990-£13,850 SdB

2 Bell & Ross BR01
Airborne 415
Surely the
most
outrageous
timepiece
you will see
this
Christmas,
this version
of the Bell
& Ross pilot’s watch has
been de-militarised by
the addition of a dial
that is decorated with
a diamond-set skull.
Called the “415” after
the number of stones,
the watch is also available
in a “672” version which
has black diamonds
set into the case.
£19,000-£29,000 SdB

3 Backes & Strauss
Piccadilly Diamond Dial
Backes & Strauss, the
world’s oldest diamond
dealer, has been doing
an impressive line in

gem-set
watches
since 2007
and has a
range-top-
ping model
called the
Royal
Berkeley
that costs £750,000.
More affordable – but
still reassuringly pricey –
is the new Piccadilly
Diamond Dial that
features either 128
or 159 diamonds,
depending on whether
you go for Roman or
Arabic numerals. Rose
or white gold cases
are available. £29,900. SdB

4 Corum Admiral’s Cup
Competition 40
Corum’s
Admiral’s
Cup range
of yachting-
inspired
watches has
been around
since the
1960s.
The signature dodecagon
shape (12-sided) is available
in various guises, one of
the latest being the 40mm
version in white with a
bezel set with 66 full cut
diamonds weighing 0.94 of
a carat.
Despite the delicate looks,

the watch is water
resistant to 100 metres.
£5,495 SdB

5 GirardPerregaux
Cat’s Eye Annual and
Zodiac Calendars
When
strangers
get talking
on holiday,
late-night
chat often
gets around
to birth
signs.
Girard-

Perregaux has just the
timepiece for such
occasions. It is the
automatic Cat’s Eye
Annual and Zodiac
Calendars model, which
brings together terrestial,
lunar and stellar times.
In pink gold it is £24,500,

a pavé diamond version is
£36,900, and in white gold
it costs £25,900, all with
diamond bezels. MB

6 Piaget Protocole XXL
Piaget’s new
Protocole
XXL is
large,
squarish,
and has a
pink gold
case set
with 200
brilliant-cut diamonds. Its
face will surely demand
attention at smart festive
dinner tables because of its
gleaming white
mother-of-pearl dial,
dramatically set with four
enormous Roman
numerals.
This ultra-thin,

mechanical £13,900 piece
has an elegant white
alligator leather strap. MB

7 Chanel J12
The J12,
with its
yachting
reference, is
now well
into its 10th
year, after
its original
launch as a
diving watch, and is
becoming another
numbered icon for Chanel.
The J12 range is always
expanding, and including a
terrific selection of gemset
versions, with prices
starting at £14,800. MB

8 Van Cleef & Arpels
Eleonora

Onyx and
coral make
for a
striking look
for this
jewel of a
watch with
oriental airs
that makes
a statement on the wrist.
Being Van Cleef, every
diamond is beautifully
polished and set but what
is more, behind the pretty
dial is a mechanical
movement, an exquisite
detail that sums up luxury
chez Van Cleef. POA MD

9 Bulgari Serpenti
Golden
serpents
first writhed
up arms at
smart
cocktail
parties in
Italy in the
1970s and,
since then, snake-themed
jewels and watches have
become a house classic.
Particularly attractive in
pink gold with contrasting
onyx scales, this watch
adds a feral edge to that
tame little black dress.
£24,500 MD

10 De Bethune DBLWS2
Unlike the
other three
watches I
have
chosen, the
DBL did not
start life as
a jewellery
watch.
It is an iced-up version of
a man’s model.
However, so exceptionally

beautiful is the result –
just look at that heavenly
orb of a moon set with
sapphires and diamonds –
that it makes it into my
Top-of-the-jewellery-watch-
Pops. SFr330,000. MD

Top row:
Harry Winston, TAG
Heuer, IWC, Rolex.
Middle row:
Van Cleef & Arpels,
Parmigiani, Officine.
Bottom row:
Urwerk, Christophe
Claret, Concord.
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